
 

IPN Distinctions: IPN is offering Distinctions to the prospective candidates 

at free of Cost. Only have to fulfill some criteria to establish that you are eligible 

for the said Distinctions. 

There are free Contest from IPN & also some Salons Recognized by IPN. You have 

to participate all these Contests & Salons to get acceptances. On the basis of your 

scores you will be eligible to apply for different Distinction from IPN an 

internationally known platform. 

 BIPN is the initial Distinction. It is meant as Basic IPN. 
To achieve this Distinction, anybody needs only 5 acceptances from IPN Recognized 
Salon & 20 acceptances from the IPN Contest. 

 IIPN is the second stage of IPN Distinction. It is meant as Intermediate 
IPN. 

To achieve this Distinction, anybody needs 10 acceptances from IPN Recognized 
Salon & 40 acceptances from the IPN Contest. 
 

 PAIPN is the third stage of IPN Distinction. It is meant as Pre Artist IPN. 
To achieve this Distinction, anybody needs 20 acceptances from IPN Recognized 
Salon & 80 acceptances from the IPN Contest. 
 

 AIPN is the fourth stage of IPN Distinction. It is meant Artist IPN. 
In this stage onwards everybody should have to get the membership of IPN. 
Anybody may get the membership in early stages too & that will offer them a 
benefit of Special discount in the IPN Recognized Salons. 
To achieve this distinction, one should get 30 acceptances from IPN Recognized 



Salon & 120 acceptances from Contest. Moreover, 2 awards from Contest or 1 
award from Recognized Salon is necessary. 

 EIPN is the fifth stage of IPN Distinction. It is meant Excellence IPN. 
To achieve this distinction one should get 50 acceptances from IPN Recognized 
Salons & 200 acceptances from Contest. Moreover, 1 award from Salon & 5 awards 
from Contest is mandatory. 
If anybody bagged more Salon acceptances than, that is specified for the 
distinction, he may convert the credit of their salon acceptances to Contest 
acceptances. In that case his extra each salon acceptances will be considered as 
two Contest acceptances. 
 
 

 MIPN is the sixth stage of IPN Distinction. It is meant Masters IPN. 
To achieve this distinction one should get 100 acceptances from IPN Recognized 
Salons & 400 acceptances from Contest. Moreover, 3 awards from Salon & 10 
awards from contest is mandatory. 
 

 GMIPN is the last stage of IPN Distinction. It means Grand Master IPN. 
To achieve this distinction one should get 150 acceptances from IPN Recognized 
Salons & 500 acceptances from Contest. Moreover 3 awards from Salon with 
different gates & 10 Awards from Contest with different gates are mandatory. 
 

 

 

 

 


